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ABSTRACT

Turbulence over the mobile ocean surface has distinct properties compared to turbulence over land. Thus,

findings that are based on the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget and Monin–Obukhov similarity theory

(MOST) over land may not be applicable to conditions over ocean partly because of the existence of a wave

boundary layer (the lower part of atmospheric boundary layer including effects of surface waves; we used the

term ‘‘WBL’’ in this article for convenience), where the total stress can be separated into turbulent stress and

wave coherent stress. Here the turbulent stress is defined as the stress generated by wind shear and buoyancy,

while the wave coherent stress accounts for the momentum transfer between ocean waves and atmosphere. In this

study, applicability of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget and the inertial dissipation method (IDM) in the

context of theMOSTwithin theWBLare examined. It was found that turbulent transport terms in theTKEbudget

should not be neglected when calculating the total stress under swell conditions. This was confirmed by observa-

tions made on a fixed platform. The results also suggested that turbulent stress, rather than total stress, should be

usedwhen applying theMOSTwithin theWBL.By combining theTKEbudget andMOST, our study showed that

the stress computedby the traditional IDMcorresponds to the turbulent stress rather than the total stress. The swell

wave coherent stress should be considered when applying the IDM to calculate the stress in the WBL.

1. Introduction

Turbulence mixing within the atmospheric boundary

layer (ABL) provides a vital source of momentum and

enables heat and water vapor to transfer across the air–

sea interface through fluxes. A better understanding of

turbulent processes would improve the accuracy of

oceanic and atmospheric models, and the development

of long-term climate predictions.

The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget andMonin–

Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) are two widely tools

for investigating turbulent processes within the ABL.

Detailed knowledge of the TKE budget and MOST

under different conditions is the key to determining the

accuracy of turbulent closure schemes (such as the tur-

bulent kinetic energy-mixing length model; Rutgersson

et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2016) and the inertial dissipation

method (IDM; Sjöblom and Smedman 2002; Hackerott

et al. 2017). It is also useful for studying the influence of

waves on the ABL (Hristov and Ruiz-Plancarte 2014).

The TKE budget has been comprehensively analyzed

over land and ocean (e.g., Högström 1990; Sjöblom and

Smedman 2003; Högström et al. 2009). A major differ-

ence in the ABL over ocean compared to land is the

presence of ocean waves, which create their own wave

boundary layer (WBL). TheWBL is located in the lower

part of the ABL and corresponds to a layer significantly

influenced by oceans waves. Within the WBL, the totalCorresponding author: Jian Huang, hj@gd121.cn
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stress is the sum of turbulent stress and wave coher-

ent stress. Note that the turbulent stress is generated

by shear and buoyancy, while the wave coherent stress

accounts for the momentum transfer between ocean

waves and atmosphere. Since the wave coherent stress

supports a significant part of total stress, the TKE bud-

get over ocean become more complicated compared to

that over the land (Högström et al. 2009).

Apart from allowing momentum transfer from air to

water in atmospheric and oceanic models, MOST is

also a convenient method for conversion of meteoro-

logical data according to different atmospheric heights

and stability classes. The assumption of logarithmic

scaling in the MOST is fundamental to calculating wind

stress based on wind profile data. However, in a number

of studies, it has been shown that upward momentum

induced by swell waves (Grachev and Fairall 2001;

García-Nava et al. 2012; Kahma et al. 2016) could

generate a singular point in a wind profile (Högström
et al. 2009; Smedman et al. 2009; Högström et al. 2013;

Zou et al. 2018), which cannot be modeled within the

framework of MOST. Babanin et al. (2018) also showed

that a MOST-based logarithmic profile failed when the

instruments were deployed within WBL or below the

wave crests.

Based on the TKE budget and MOST, the IDM,

similar to the eddy correlation method (ECM), is a basic

method for computing air–sea fluxes, especially the

measurements collected by moving ships and/or buoys,

because the IDM is less sensitive to platformmotion and

flow distortion (Fairall et al. 1990). When the IDM is

used to calculate the stress, it is usually assumed that the

transport terms in the TKE budget can be neglected and

the shear production term can be normalized to match

with MOST. These assumptions have been verified over

rigid land surface or wind-sea conditions (Sjöblom and

Smedman 2002). However, under swell conditions,

studies (Drennan et al. 1999; Grachev and Fairall 2001)

have shown that the WBL can extend up to 10m alti-

tude, or even penetrate the atmospheric boundary layer,

leading to a distinct behavior of the TKE budget

(Högström et al. 2009). As a result, when observations

were made within WBL, the IDM failed, for example,

Drennan et al. (1999) found that swell can cause IDM-

derived fluxed to be much larger than that based on the

ECM; Sjöblom and Smedman (2004) found that the

IDM gave higher values than the ECM under swell

conditions; whereas Pan et al. (2005) obtained the op-

posite result, that is, the ECM-derived stress was greater

than that determined by the IDM.

The failure of the TKE budget, MOST, and IDM can

pose many challenges to understanding the air–sea in-

teraction, given that global wave climatologies have

shown that swell waves are not rare but occur in most

parts of the world’s ocean basins (Hanley et al. 2010;

Semedo et al. 2011). Thus, this study is focused on three

questions regarding the turbulence processes in the

presence of swell:

d How does the TKE budget behave under swell

conditions?
d Is MOST valid within the swell WBL?
d Do IDM results agree with those of ECM, and if not,

how can the discrepancy be interpreted?

This paper is organized as follows. The behavior of the

TKE budget, MOST, and IDM within the WBL is ex-

plored in section 2 and the measurements used in this

study are described in section 3. Section 4 shows the

results, and section 5 provides the discussion and

conclusion.

2. The TKE budget, MOST, and IDM under swell
conditions

The TKE budget describes the generation and loss

of TKE in the ABL. Under stationary and horizon-

tally homogeneous conditions, it is given by (Kundu

et al. 2012)
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where E 5 (u2 1 y2 1 w2)/2 denotes the TKE; U and V

represent themean longitudinal and lateral wind speeds,

respectively; u, y, and w represent the wind fluctuation

after removing the mean wind speed; uy is the virtual

potential temperature fluctuation; p is the pressure

fluctuation; and the overbar is the time-averaging op-

erator. The first two terms on the left side of Eq. (1)

correspond to shear production of TKE, the third term is

the production or loss of buoyancy, the fourth term

is turbulent transport, the fifth term is pressure transport,

and the final term is themolecular dissipation of the TKE.

Within the swell WBL, the fluctuation of a quantity

can be further divided into swell coherent perturbations

and turbulent perturbations, based on a triple decom-

position (Buckley and Veron 2016). If it is assumed that

there is no interaction between coherent perturbations

and turbulence (Hristov and Ruiz-Plancarte 2014), the

stress in Eq. (1), that is, 2uw and 2yw, based on the

ECM, becomes

t5 t
vis
1 t

turb
1 t

swell
5 ru2

* , (2)

where tvis is the viscous stress and can be neglected far

from the water surface; tturb is the turbulent stress that is
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generated only by wind shear and buoyancy; and tswell
is swell wave coherent stress. When the waves travel in

a different direction from the wind, the stresses should

be considered as vectors:

t52ruwi2 rywj , (3a)

t
turb

52ru0w0i2 ry0w0j, and (3b)

t
swell

52r~u ~wi2 r~y ~wj , (3c)

where i and j represent the longitudinal (x axis) and

lateral (y axis) unit vectors, respectively; and ‘‘0’’ and
‘‘;’’ represent turbulent and swell coherent fluctua-

tions, respectively. In the same way, the heat flux, TKE

flux, pressure flux, and dissipation of TKE can also be

expressed as

wu
y
5w0u0y 1 ~w~u

y
, (4a)

wE5w0E0 1 ~w ~E , (4b)

wp5w0p0 1 ~w~p, and (4c)

«5 «0 1 ~« , (4d)

where the first term on the right side of each function

represents the turbulent part and the second term is the

swell coherent part.

According to Hristov and Ruiz-Plancarte (2014), the

kinetic energy balance for swell coherent perturba-

tions is
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Usually, turbulent flow covers a wide range of fre-

quencies of eddies, and larger eddies interact with

themselves to yield small-scale eddies until they are

sufficiently small to become heat. However, the swell

coherent perturbations are confined to a frequency

similar to that of surface waves, ranging from 0.05

to;10Hz. Because the swell coherent perturbations do

not interact with the turbulence, there would be no

viscous dissipation occurring in this range (Hristov and

Ruiz-Plancarte 2014), therefore ~« can be neglected.

Thus, Eq. (5) is reduced to
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here the swell coherent temperature flux is neglected

because ~u and ~u are always in quadrature (Hristov and

Ruiz-Plancarte 2014). At the water surface, the energy

transfer across the air–sea interface occurs throughwork

done by pressure ( ~w~p). In Eq. (6), this energy is

extracted from the mean flow ›(U, V)/›z and leads to

coherent momentum of swell waves.

By combining Eqs. (1), (3), (4), and (6), an equation

identical to Eq. (5), but applicable to turbulence, is

generated:
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When using the IDM to calculate the stress, it is

usually assumed that the two transport terms in Eq. (1)

are negligible, or in balance in terms of magnitude

(Large and Pond 1982; Edson et al. 1991; Smith et al.

1992; Dupuis et al. 1997). Therefore, in combination

with the MOST in which,

kz
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where um is the nondimensional wind profile and

L52u3

*uy/gkwuy is the Obukhov length scale, Eq. (1)

can be written as
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Here «5 «0 is used because ~« can be neglected. The form
of um over the oceans is less studied (Högström et al.

2008), therefore the relationship obtained over land is

usually taken (Edson et al. 1991). Dissipation rate «0 was
determined from the inertial subrange of the velocity

spectrum, assumingKolmogorov similarity and applying

Taylor’s hypothesis (Sjöblom and Smedman 2004):

«0 5
2pf

U

�
fS(f )

a
u

�3/2
, (10)

where S( f ) is the frequency velocity spectrum and

au is the Kolmogorov constant for momentum rang-

ing from 0.52 to 0.59 (Fairall et al. 1990; Iwata et al.

2005; Sahlée et al. 2008; Sørensen and Larsen 2010;

Zhang 2010).

The assumption that the transport terms can be

neglected has been questioned for a decade, due to the

discrepancy in results between IDM and ECM (Sjöblom
and Smedman 2004; Pan et al. 2005). An imbalance

between the dissipation and production terms was also

reported by Sjöblom and Smedman (2002), Sjöblom
and Smedman (2003), and Högström et al. (2009) under

swell conditions. If we assume the turbulent parts of the
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transport terms [2(›w0E0/›z)2 (1/r)(›w0p0/›z)] can be

neglected, Eq. (1) will take the form

2uw
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›z
1 g

w0u0y
u
y

2
› ~w ~E

›z
2

1

r
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5 «0 . (11)

Compared with traditional IDM [Eq. (9)], Eq. (11)

shows that the swell parts of the transport terms

[2(› ~w ~E/›z)2 (1/r)(› ~w~p/›z)] constitute the largest

difference and lead to the imbalance between the dis-

sipation and production terms. However, above the

WBL where swell parts of the transport terms decay to

zero, Eq. (11) will be reduced to Eq. (9).

Considering the complicated interaction between the

pressure flux and mean wind [Eq. (6)], another conve-

nient approach is to use Eq. (7) in the form of
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where

kz

u*turb

›U

›z
5u

mturb

�
z

L
turb

�
. (13)

Equation (13) represents the nondimensional wind

profile and Lturb 52u3

*turbuy/gkw
0u0y is the turbulent

Obukhov length scale. Eq. (12) is very similar to

Eq. (9), except for suggesting that the traditional IDM

only provides turbulent stress. However, it should be

noted that Eq. (12) is reduced to Eq. (9) above the

WBL, because at this point the swell wave coherent

stress becomes zero; thus, the turbulent stress is equal

to the total stress.

3. Data

a. Measurements

Measurements were made on a hollow steel platform

located in the South China Sea between 6 February

and 8 May 2012. During the measurements, several

eddy-correlation systems were used to observe turbu-

lence variables for flux calculations, including three-

dimensional wind speeds, temperature, and water vapor

concentrations at a sampling frequency of 20Hz. An

acoustic wave and current (AWAC) sensor (Nortek,

Rud, Norway) was moored on the seabed to record the

directional wave data. It observed waves every 3 h and

each wave measurement lasted 2048 s, with a sampling

frequency of 1Hz. In this study, wind turbulence mea-

sured at 8 and 20m was used to calculate stress via the

ECM and IDM; 30-min-averaged wind speeds at 8, 20,

and 28mwere used to find the wind gradient to calculate

the nondimensional wind profile.

The location of the measurements, together with an

overview of the observational data, are shown in Fig. 1.

The data observed at 8-m altitude were used to plot a

wind rose (Fig. 1a). The figure shows that winds were not

strong, being mostly in the 2–8ms21 range and origi-

nated mostly from the open sea between 708 and 1308.
The distribution of significant waves from different di-

rections is shown in Fig. 1b, and a wave age frequency

histogram is shown in Fig. 1c. Here, the wave age was

defined as cp/U8 cos(aturb 2 awave), where aturb and awave

represent the angles of the turbulent stress and wave

stress that are deviated from the wind direction, re-

spectively. It can be seen that swell waves (wave age

greater than 1.2 or negative) were generally dominant

and they were transported steadily from the open sea.

b. Data processing procedures

To evaluate the influence of swell waves on turbulent

properties, data points during the swell period should

be selected. Several studies (Rieder and Smith 1998;

Soloviev and Kudryavtsev 2010; Högström et al. 2015)

have shown that swell coherent perturbations could

induce a pronounced peak in the wind velocity power

spectrum. This peak is centered at the frequency of the

dominant wave and can be a useful feature to check if

the stress is affected by swell. Our data (Fig. 2) shows

that measurements obtained at a height of 8m were

within the swell WBL, because they were always affected

by swell. However, above 20m, the peak swell was not

obvious, and therefore only data with a clear swell peak

at a height of 8m were included in the final analysis.

Before analyzing the influence of swell waves on

turbulence properties, the selected turbulent data

were subjected to quality control procedures (Zou

et al. 2017), to guarantee the accuracy of the results.

Additionally, the influence of mesoscale processes on

turbulence was manually checked using an ogive graph;

regarding dissipation, wind spectra that did not have a

clear f25/3 relationship were rejected. Then the stress

u2

*IDM
can be computed from IDM by inputting height z

and buoyancy flux into Eq. (9) or Eq. (12) and the in-

ertial subrange of S( f), wind speedU into Eq. (10). Here

the inertial subrange in S( f) was found by best fitting it

to the f25/3 relationship. For turbulent stress and swell

wave coherent stress, they were derived from the co-

spectra between the downwind u, crosswind y, and the

vertical w, following Zou et al. (2019) after the total

stress u2

* computed from ECM [Eq. (3a)] (the method

used to derive turbulent stress and swell wave coherent

stress is detailed described in the appendix). During this
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procedure, the swell information, including spectrum and

direction, are needed. These variables were derived from

directional wave spectrum using the Wave Identification

and Tracking System (Hanson and Jensen 2004).

4. Comparison with observations

Section 2 shows that the swell wave–related transport

terms in Eq. (11) constituted themajor difference between

the TKE budget terms within and above the WBL.

Equation (12) suggests that the stress computed from the

IDM corresponds to the turbulent stress. During this

procedure, the turbulent parts of the transport terms are

neglected, and the IDM relied on a nondimensional wind

profile umturb and atmospheric stability z/Lturb, calculated

by the turbulent stress rather than total stress. This led to

the questions raised in the introduction section being

phrased in another way:

1) Do the swell parts of the transport terms truly play a

significant role in TKE budget (the first question in

the introduction)?

2) Can the nondimensional wind profile over land or a

wind sea depict the behavior of umturb (the second

question in the introduction)?

3) Does the momentum derived from the IDM [Eq.

(12)] truly represent the turbulent stress alone (the

third question in the introduction)?

These questions will be addressed in this section.

Many studies (e.g., Grachev et al. 2003; Högström
et al. 2015; Kahma et al. 2016) have shown that swell

FIG. 2. A frequency spectra example of the wind speed fluctua-

tion at (a) 20 and (b) 8m above the sea surface, together with sea

surface displacement. The blue (Suu), orange (Syy), and green (Sww)

lines represent the spectra of longitudinal, lateral, and vertical wind

fluctuation, respectively. The black lines (Swave) are wave spectra.

FIG. 1. (a)–(c) Measuring locations and overview of the observed

data. The wind roses in (a) and (b) show the distribution of winds and

significant waves, all measured at 8-m height. The data were averaged

over 30min to obtain the mean values. The convention is the mete-

orological one, where the direction is given ‘‘from’’ which the wind

and waves come. The frequency histogram of wave age is given in (c).
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waves can both generate upwardmomentum and absorb

energy from winds. According to Eq. (3), the magnitude

of the total stress can be expressed as

jtj5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jt

turb
j2 1 jt

swell
j2 1 2jt

turb
jjt

swell
j cos(a

turb
2a

swell
)

q
.

(14)

This equation shows that when cos(aturb 2 aswell) ,
20.5jtswellj/jtturbj, swell exerts upward momentum

such that the total stress is lower than the turbulent

stress. For cos(aturb 2 aswell) . 20.5jtswellj/jtturbj, the
total stress becomes larger. To distinguish the above

situations, the data were separated into two cases: case

1 corresponds to the total stress being lower than the

turbulent stress, while case 2 corresponds to the total

stress being greater than the turbulent stress.

a. TKE budget

Figure 3 shows the normalized production up 5
um 2 (z/L) and dissipation u« 52(kz/u3

*)« within and

above the swellWBL, as a function of stability. Here, we

used a Kolmogorov constant of 0.58 to calculate the

dissipation rate by inputting S( f) in the inertial subrange

and wind speed U into Eq. (10). The magnitudes of the

production and dissipation at 8 and 20m seem similar,

both increasing with stability. However, a careful in-

spection shows that by separating the data into these two

cases, the magnitudes of the production and dissipation

terms in case 1 were higher than those in case 2 at 8-m

altitude. In contrast, the difference between the two

cases at 20mwas not significant. Onemay query that the

case 1 at 20m has slightly higher values than case 2 for

z/L. 0.2. However, it should be noted that case 2 has a

small number of samples at this stability range thus the

average values of case 2 should be used with caution.

Tocheck if thedissipation termcan trulybe inbalancewith

respect to the production term, Fig. 4 shows the normalized

transport termsut 52(kz/u3

*)[(›wE/›z)1 (1/r)(›wp/›z)]

as a function of stability. Here the transport terms were

determined as a residual after the other terms in Eq. (1)

were evaluated directly from observations. The influ-

ence of swell waves at 20m above the sea surface was

almost zero; thus, the transport terms at 20m (Fig. 4a)

were reduced to the turbulent parts of the transport

terms. There is a considerable scatter in the figure, which

became more significant as the stability conditions is

transitioned from unstable to stable.

A comparison of the bin-averaged values of our datawith

the results of several earlier studies is shown in Fig. 5.

Yelland and Taylor (1996) and Hackerott et al. (2017)

showed the dependence of the transport terms on atmo-

spheric stability, but the trends were different under unsta-

ble conditions. The results of Sjöblom and Smedman (2003)

also are differed by height, with a strong dependence on

stability at 10m where there was a significant influence

from swell waves, but the results were almost constant at

18- and 26-m altitudes. In contrast, no imbalance be-

tween production and dissipation terms over the sea

surface was found by Edson and Fairall (1998) (not

shown here).

In our results, the dependence of the transport terms

on atmospheric stability was not clear and they fluctu-

ated around the zero line. The imbalance between the

dissipation and production terms also depends on the

choice of the Kolmogorov constant. Kolmogorov con-

stants of 0.54 and 0.62 were assessed in terms of their

influence on the transport terms (Fig. 5). It was found

that varying the Kolmogorov constant only weakly af-

fected the magnitudes of the transport terms but did not

change the overall trend of variation of the transport

term as the function of stability.

Figure 6 shows the changes in cases 1 and 2 as a

function of stability. The two cases were similar at 20m,

FIG. 3. Normalized production and dissipation as a function of

stability at (a) 20 and (b) 8m. The blue circles and the green crosses

show all the data of cases 1 and 2, and the magenta circles and

orange crosses show their mean values, respectively.
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but the 8-m case 1 was almost positive, while case 2 was

negative, indicating a significant influence of swell waves

on the transport terms.

We also plotted the transport terms as a function of

wave age in Fig. 7, to assess the influence of swell waves

on the transport terms. Figure 4 shows that the transport

terms became widely scattered under stable conditions.

To eliminate the influence of stability on the transport

terms, only stability parameters ranging from20.2 to 0.4

were considered in Fig. 7. The transport terms at 8m

slowly increased with wave age. When the wind was

blowing against the swell wave (case 1), the production

term exceeded the dissipation term; and when the wind

was blowing along the swell wave (case 2), the dissipa-

tion was larger than production. However, this rela-

tionship was not found at 20m.

b. MOST

In the ABL, in which turbulence is generated through

shear and buoyancy, theMOST uses one parameter with

the dimension of length to describe the ratio of the

buoyancy and shearing effects and expresses the non-

dimensional wind profile as a function of stability pa-

rameter. According to the definition of MOST, it can

only depict the turbulent momentum transfer occurring

within the ABL. However, close to the ocean surface,

the momentum induced by waves gradually dominates

and replaces the turbulent stress. At this time, by nor-

malizing the shear production using kz/u3

* to obtain a

nondimensional wind profile, a wave age-dependent um

will be obtained (Sjöblom and Smedman 2003), because

u* contains both turbulent and wave related effects. The

swell wave coherent stress within the total stress can also

affect the stability parameter by reducing or enlarging

the total stress, because the total stress could play a

decisive role in the variation in z/L. This implies that z/L

may not represent the true atmospheric stability in

the WBL.

Figure 8 shows the changes in the nondimensional

wind profile as a function of stability [Eq. (8)], together

with the results of two earlier studies (Högström 1988;

Zou et al. 2017). It should be noted that Zou et al. (2017)

used data obtained from the same platform as the data

used in the present study, but only made observations at

20m above the sea surface, which was free from the

effect of swell, while the data in Högström (1988) were

obtained over a land surface. Figure 8 shows that the

scatter is relatively large in the nondimensional wind

profile, especially under stable conditions due to self-

correlation (Klipp and Mahrt 2004; Baas et al. 2006).

However, if we focus on the stability parameter ranging

from 20.3 to 0.1, it can be found that the averaged

nondimensional wind profile derived from u* (Fig. 8a) is

FIG. 5. Comparison of our transport term results with earlier

studies. The diamonds are bin-averaged mean values of the data

points in Fig. 4, and the orange and green dashed lines around the

diamonds show the dependence of transport term on Kolmogorov

constants. Here the upper and lower dashed lines are computed by

using Kolmogorov constants of 0.54 and 0.62, respectively.

FIG. 4. Normalized transport terms as a function of stability at

(a) 20 and (b) 8m. The black diamonds denote the bin-averaged

mean values, together with the standard deviation.
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different from that reported in earlier studies. The mean

values for case 1 are slightly larger than those in

Högström (1988) and Zou et al. (2017). On the other

hand, the mean values for case 2 are smaller.

The nondimensional wind profile derived from the

turbulent stress [Eq. (13)] is shown in Fig. 8b. It can be

seen that the results from the two cases were similar,

both being in good agreement with earlier studies, es-

pecially for 20.2 , z/L , 0.1. This suggests that the

different behavior of um between cases 1 and 2 at 8m

was induced by swell waves; the turbulent stress, rather

than the total stress, should be used in MOST.

c. Momentum flux derived from the IDM

The accuracy of the IDM relies heavily on the choice

of the inertial subrange, Kolmogorov constant, and the

parameterization of um (Yelland and Taylor 1996).

Figure 2 shows that a clear inertial subrange was typi-

cally observed at high frequencies. In this study, the

inertial subrange was selected by fitting a slope of 25/3

to the velocity spectrum.

Using the same platform, but only with data from 20m

above the sea surface, Zou et al. (2017) demonstrated

that the platform data agreedwell withHögström (1988)

(Fig. 8); thus, the um value from Högström (1988) was

used for our analysis. For the Kolmogorov constant, a

value of 0.58 was used because the IDM fitted the ECM

well for the data obtained at 20m.Assuming thatum and

the Kolmogorov constant are independent of height, the

stress at 8m above the sea surface can therefore be de-

rived in the same way as at 20m.

Figure 9 gives the friction velocity u* derived from the

ECM compared to that derived from the IDM using

Eq. (9). To produce the data in Fig. 9, the buoyancy flux

from the ECM was used to calculate the stability pa-

rameter z/L. This allowed a direct comparison between

the IDM and ECM by eliminating any uncertainties

from the buoyancy flux. The data in Fig. 9a indicate that

the IDM-derived results were in good agreement with

FIG. 7. Normalized transport terms as a function of wave age at

(a) 20 and (b) 8m. The blue circles and the green crosses show all

the data of cases 1 and 2, and the magenta circles and orange

crosses show their mean values, respectively.

FIG. 6. Normalized transport terms as a function of stability at

(a) 20 and (b) 8m, obtained by separating the data into two cases

(1 and 2) based on the relationship between total stress and tur-

bulent stress. The blue circles and the green crosses show all the

data of cases 1 and 2, and the magenta circles and orange crosses

show their mean values, respectively.
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the ECM results. However, at 8m above the sea surface

(Fig. 9b), the IDMgenerated a larger value than the ECM

for case 1, in a same manner as reported by Sjöblom and

Smedman (2004). For case 2, when swell waves absorbed

momentum from the ABL, our results were similar to

those of Pan et al. (2005), who reported a smaller value of

momentum flux than that computed by the ECM. The

influence of swell waves on the stress at 8m was obvious

compared to the situation at 20m. Thus, it is reasonable to

link the phenomena shown in Fig. 9b) with swell.

Sjöblom and Smedman (2004) used a wave age–

dependent Kolmogorov constant to eliminate the dis-

crepancy between the IDM and ECM. In contrast, Pan

et al. (2005) introduced a swell term in the TKE budget

by considering swell-induced wind. Our analysis in

section 2 suggested that the transport terms, especially

the swell-coherent part, should not be neglected within

the WBL, which was in agreement with Sjöblom and

Smedman (2002) and Högström et al. (2009).

If the turbulent parts of the transport terms can be

neglected, Eq. (12) suggests that the IDM only gave the

turbulent stress based on a turbulence-computed non-

dimensional wind profile and atmospheric stability. Our

result shows that the turbulent parts of the transport

terms did not show a clear dependence on stability or

wave age. Instead, they behaved more like ‘‘random

error,’’ indicating those terms can be truly neglected.

Figure 8b also shows that the nondimensional wind pro-

file derived from u*turb coincidedwith the result obtained

from land or nonswell waves; thus, the nondimensional

wind profile found over land or a wind-sea could depict

the behavior of umturb. Next, we investigated if the stress

computed from IDM corresponds to turbulent stress.

The friction velocity determined from Eq. (12) was

plotted against the total stress and turbulent stress as in

Fig. 10. The correlation coefficient and root-mean-

square (RMS) and bias are also given for comparison.

The figure shows that the IDM derived stress was more

coincident with the turbulent stress than with total stress,

with correlation coefficients of 0.87 and 0.82, respectively.

FIG. 9. Comparison of friction velocity between the ECM (u*)
and the IDM (u*IDM). Measurements at (a) 20- and (b) 8-m height

above sea surface. The blue circles and green crosses correspond to

cases 1 and 2, respectively.

FIG. 8. Changes in the nondimensional wind profile with atmo-

spheric stability, calculated by (a) total stress and (b) turbulent

stress. The blue circles and the green crosses show all the data of

cases 1 and 2, and themagenta circles and orange crosses show their

mean values, respectively.
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Additionally, the bias in the IDM stress compared to the

turbulent stress was smaller than compared to the total

stress. These features confirm that the traditional IDM

only gives the turbulent wind stress. This offers an expla-

nation for the result in Fig. 9b: when swell waves exert

upward momentum (case 1), the total stress will be less

than the turbulent stress. Thus, the IDM gives a higher

value than the ECM; whereas the swell waves absorb

momentum from the ABL (case 2), the momentum de-

rived from the IDM will be less than the total stress.

After the turbulent stress was obtained using the

traditional IDM, the total stress could be calculated

according to Eq. (2), in which the swell wave coherent

stress is derived according to the appendix. The re-

sults are shown in Fig. 11. By considering the effect

of swell on the IDM (u*IDMtot), good quantitative

agreement with u* was found. This improved the

correlation coefficient from 0.82 to 0.87 and reduced

the bias from 20.0057 to 20.0026.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The mobility of the ocean surface could make the

turbulent properties within the ABL over the ocean

largely different from the turbulence found over land. In

this study, the influence of swell waves on the TKE

budget andMOSTwithin the swellWBLwas analyzed. It

was found that the swell wave component of the transport

terms was the largest difference within the WBL. This

was further confirmed by observational data collected at

two levels on a fixed platform in the SouthChina Sea. The

results showed that the swell associated transport terms in

the TKE budget were dependent on the wave age at 8m

above the surface, but not at 20-m altitude.

The use of a logarithmic wind profile based on MOST

is a common approach to determinewind stress. Our study

shows that within the WBL, MOST should only use tur-

bulent stress, that is, Km 5 ku*turbz/umturb, instead of the

total stress. Thismay be the reasonwhy observationsmade

very close to the water surface appear discrepancies be-

tween the wind stress derived from a wind profile method

and the ECM (Babanin et al. 2018; Voermans et al. 2019).

The accurate parameterization of each term in the

TKE budget and MOST played a decisive role in the

IDM. Sjöblom and Smedman (2004) and Pan et al.

(2005) reported controversial results when comparing

the IDM and ECM. The data used in Sjöblom and

Smedman (2004) were collected on a small island, with

the wind and swell waves running in the same direction,

thus corresponding to our case 1. Meanwhile, the data in

Pan et al. (2005) corresponded to our case 2, as the wind

was blowing from the coast, with swell propagating from

the open sea. Considering the influence of swell on the

TKE budget and MOST, our analysis suggested that the

stress computed by the IDM corresponds to turbulent

stress; the discrepancy between the results of Sjöblom
and Smedman (2004) and Pan et al. (2005) can be ex-

plained by the difference in swell-induced stress in these

two studies (section 4c). Our study also suggested that

when using IDM to calculate total stress in theWBL, the

swell wave coherent stress should be included. Our re-

sult showed improved correlation and reduced bias

comparing the stress based on this method and the tra-

ditional IDM to the ECM derived stress in the WBL.

In the end, a question arises as to the height of the

WBL, that is, the height where the swell wave coherent

stress becomes negligible. Experiments by Högström
et al. (2009) showed thatwave coherent stress decayswith

height in a relationship of exp(2Akz), where A ’ 2.

WhileWuet al. (2018) showed thatA ranged from5 to 25,

FIG. 10. Friction velocity determined using the traditional IDM

(u*IDM) plotted against turbulent stress u*turb and total stress u*.
FIG. 11. Comparison of the total friction velocity determined

from ECM (u*) and using the IDM (u*IDMtot). The shaded cir-

cles represent the traditional IDM (u*IDM) compared to total

stress (u*).
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depending on the wavenumber at the wave spectrum

peak. Therefore, future studies, especially those based on

field experiments, are still required to determine the

height of WBL.
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APPENDIX

The Method to Derive Turbulent Stress and Swell
Wave Coherent Stress from Cospectra

As described in Zou et al. (2019), the turbulent stress

and swell wave coherent stress can be derived from co-

spectra. If we consider the turbulent stress and swell

wave coherent stress both as vectors, the total stress can

be calculated by the cospectra between the downwind u,

crosswind y, and vertical w:

t52

ð
rCo

wu
(f ) df i2

ð
rCo

wy
(f ) df j , (A1)

where r is air density; f is frequency; i and j represent the

longitudinal (x axis) and lateral (y axis) unit vector, re-

spectively; and the x axis is aligned with wind direction.

The cospectra represent the flux at specific frequencies that

contribute to the total stress. A negative Couw represents

the downward transport of momentum (from air to water)

and vice versa. A negative (positive) Coyw indicates that

wind stress is directed to the left (right) on the wind vector.

The swell part of the wave coherent stress has a sig-

nificant influence on total stress, which can be found in

the cospectra (Högström et al. 2015, 2018). Figure A1

shows the wind cospectra as a function of frequency

using the same data as in Fig. 2. The along wind co-

spectra at 20m were mostly negative (Fig. A1a), sug-

gesting the downward transport of momentum, while

crosswind cospectra (Fig. A1b) were spread randomly

over the zero line. However, there was a swell-related

region (orange area in Figs. A1c,d) that appeared at the

dominant wave frequency.

Figure A1 shows a case when the wind is blowing

along swell waves and the turbulent stress turns to the

right side of the wind vector (Fig. A2). Here the wind

vector was set to point toward the east, the angle

FIG. A1.Wind cospectra as a function of frequency at (a),(b) 20 and (c),(d) 8m above the sea surface using the same

data as in Fig. 2. The orange area is the swell-related region.
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between the turbulent stress and the wind direction was

acute and the swell wave coherent stress points to the

opposite direction of swell wave. Because the swell

waves have a small frequency range and do not interact

with the turbulence, the upward momentum transferred

from the water surface through Eq. (6) will exert a

positive effect in Fig. A1c and a negative effect in

Fig. A1d. Thus, Eq. (1) can be divided into two parts:

t
x
52

�ð
rCo

wuturb
(f ) df 1

ð
rCo

wuswell
(f ) df

�
,

t
y
52

�ð
rCo

wyturb
(f ) df 1

ð
rCo

wyswell
(f ) df

�
, (A2)

where Cowuswell corresponds to the orange areas greater

than zero in Fig. A1c andCowyswell is the negative orange

segment in Fig. A1d. In a similar way, the swell wave

coherent stress can be derived by checking the along

wind and crosswind cospectra for cases when the wind is

blowing against the swell wave or turbulent stress points

to the left side of the wind vector.
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